
Preliminary Tournament for 1st FESA Online Rapid Cup

Open for all European shogi players, who have a FESA ELO rating, but are from 
European countries without a FESA member association. 

Date:
November 29th 2020, UTC 10:00

Location:
81dojo (https://81dojo.com/) 

Schedule:
 Round 1: UTC 10:00 
 Round 2: UTC 11:00
etc.   until rest the best four

Thinking time:
10 min + 30 sec byoyomi

Format:
Knockout tournament. 
Seeding for knockout done by FESA rating (last official published FESA rating list). 

Registration:
To participate in the tournament registration has to be done by registering here on 
the tournament system page.
It is required to add additional info (real name and FESA rating) in the short message
while registering.
Registrations without the real name information will not be accepted! 

Registration deadline:
November 27th 2020, UTC 16:00

Rules:
If players are not available or are not starting their games latest 5 minutes after the 
official start time for each round, the game is forfeited
The Best Four can play in the 1st FESA Online Rapid Cup

Organizing team and arbiters:
Mariusz Stanaszek (kurohige) 
Thomas Pfaffel (Thomas) 
Andreas Neumaier (Celegast)

How to create a special game room for the tournament
 During the tournament period, participants will be having a special option in 

the "Create new game" window in the Dojo app to create a "Tournament 
Room" for the tournament – “Preliminary FESA Rapid”. Check wheather your 
opponent set your game and join him or  set the game by own and wait for the
opponent. 

 Only the participants of this tournament can challenge the player waiting in the
corresponding Tournament Room. 

 All games must be played in this special Tournament Room so as to be 
automatically counted in the match table. 

https://81dojo.com/
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